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A New Approach to the Criticality Safety Assessment of PCM at BNFL Sellafield

Sam DARBY', Dave KIRKWOOD
BNFL, Rutherford House, Risley, Warrington WA3 6AS UK

Plutonium Contaminated Material (PCM) arises as a solid waste on the Sellafield Site and is packaged into 200
litre drums which are placed into interim surface storage arrays. These wastes may also contain 235U , The
traditional approach to criticality safety has been based on "worst-case" reactivity modelling. This has recently
led to a number of difficulties by implying that the 230 g (pU+235U) drum limit is very important for criticality
safety and the assay instruments used to demonstrate compliance with the limit need a high level of safety
reliability. Also, the reliability and acuracy of the assay results of historical or legacy PCM became an issue.
The new focus on substantiation of safety related equipment in BNFL has highlighted reliability shortfalls for
the assay instruments. To overcome these shortfalls, additional operational practices on the PCM handling
regimes were introduced to give increased confidence in the fissile assay results. These practices significantly
delayed processing PCM waste stocks and resulted in significant additional operator dose uptake. Thus there
were strong reasons to improve the existing approach. This paper describes a new approach to the criticality
modelling of PCM.
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is a low probability of returning an understimate of

1. Introduction fissile mass. The new focus on substantiation of
safety related equipment in BNFL safety cases has

Plutonium Contaminated Material (PCM) highlighted reliability shortfalls being identified for
arises as a solid waste on the Sellafield Site. These the assay instruments when their engineering is
wastes may also contain 235U. Its disposal route compared against the perceived performance
entails it being packaged into 200 litre mild steel demands of the PCM criticality safety assessment. To
drums which are placed in interim surface stores in overcome these shortfalls additional operational
large arrays. Facilities for the compaction and restrictions on the PCM handling regimes have had to
treatment of these drums to generate a wasteform be introduced to give increased confidence in the
suitable for long-tenn deep underground storage are fissile assay results, however, these have significantly
also available at the site. delayed BNFL's efforts to process its PCM waste

stocks into a passive form and have resulted in
The existing BNFL approach to the significant additional operator dose uptake. A strong

criticality safety assessment of PCM drum storage driver was thus presented to review the existing
array is largely "deterministic" in that the derived approach.
23 Og(pU+211U) limit for a drum is based upon 'worst

case' reactivity modelling using the Monte-Carlo Another reason for reviewing PCM
neutronics code MONK8') . The deterministic assessment, has been IEC 615082), the recent
approach does not rely on probabilistic arguments. European standard for safety related electrical and
The deterministic limit is complemented in the electronic systems. The standard covers all aspects of
assessment by qualitative arguments regarding the design, build, testing and commissioning and
actual margins to safety which are judged to be specifies stringent requirements for important safety
present. That is, given the nature of PCM, the actual systems. The standard has been adopted by BNFL
fissile mass which would be required in a drum (or and could be onerous to meet for PCM assay
adjacent drums) before criticality could occur is instruments.
judged to be much greater than the 230g(Pu+ 235u)

limit However, the extent of the safety margin has 2. Aims of the Project
not been estimated in this approach.

The specific aims of the project were to:
Whilst the deretministic approach has been

historically fit-for-purpose and results in a robust 0 Obtain a more realistic description of the
criticality safety assessment, recently it has led to a criticality risk posed by PCM.
number of difficulties. In particular, it suggests that 0 Increase confidence in historical assay results.
the 23 og(pU+21'U) drum limit is very important for * Determine the appropriate reliability for fissile
criticality safety and, hence, the assay instruments monitors to meet the requirements of IEC 61508.
used to demonstrate compliance with the limit are
perceived as requiring a high level of reliability; that
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3. The Nature of PCM chlorine. Rubber - a potentially efficient moderator -
is found in glove-port seals, boots, and gloves; these

3.1 Fissile content and density are items which will not readily mix with fissile
PCM is comprised of materials which have materials. The most efficient moderator - olythene -

been used in plutonium plant. A significant is present only in small proportions. Generally, the
proportion of PCM is secondary waste, which has not Polythene will be mixed with other materials; a drum
been in intimate contact with process fissile material. containing a pure olythene matrix is not considered
For social, economic, environmental and security, credible.
measures are taken to minimise the incorporation of
bulk fissile material into the PCM stream. Typically, 3.4 Matrix Mass
the fissile content of PCM drums is measured in 10's The term "matrix" refers to the bulk of the waste. The
of grams, although occassionally drums with mass of matrix per PCM drum gives an indication of
significantly more fissile material arise. how much moderator and absorber may be present.

Although much of the PCM was generated For Pu in olythene or in water, the optimum
many years ago, it is known that similar measures concentration is about 20-30 gPu/litre, equivalent to
were employed to minimise the loss of fissile material approximately 10-15 kg water for every 230 g Pu.
to waste streams. Generally, therefore, the mass of Surveys show that a matrix mass of at least 20 kg is
plutonium associated with typical PCM drums is present per drum, but usually significantly more.
expected to be small and in the form of surface This analysis shows that typical PCM drums are
contamination. Fissile densities are low (typically < generally not optimally moderated and will contain
0.1 g litre") and far lower than in optimised systems significant amounts of absorber.
(typically 10's gPu litre-1).

3.5 PCM Geometry (Shape, Bulk Density and
3.2 Plutonium Isotopics Form)

Reactor produced plutonium contains a Radiographs show that there is significant
mixture of various isotopes - principally "Pu, voidage in PCM drums due to the random size/shape
239Pu239, 24OPu240 , 24 'Pu241 and 242 Pu. Typically, of the waste items. This shows that real wastes are
Pu240 will be present to at least 5w/o and usually at configured completely differently from the way in
about 20 w/o. 24OpU will act as an appreciable neutron which PCM is generally modelled.
absorber (poison) at thermal neutron energies. In this
study it is assumed that all plutonium in the array is 4. Deterministic Safety Assessment
the fissile isotope 239pU.

Conventional assessments of PCM are based
3.3 Matrix Composition a deterministic approach in which all parameters

PCM is comprised of wide range of assume the most reactive value. Thus there would be:
materials and items, depending on the plant of origin. no absorbers, full density materials, optimum
For example, PCM from a decommissioning project moderation, optimum geometry, no Pu240 etc. This
will contain a predominance of pipework, vessel approach compounds approximations and results in a
pieces and glovebox components/panels, all mixed in highly pessimistic model. Table 2 compares typical
with secondary waste such as Windscale suits. PCM values for the important parameters against the values
generated from a plutonium finishing line will used in the deterministic approach which derives 230
typically contain a mix of PVC bagged small plant g pu drum as a fissile limit:
items and equipment, such as discarded empty cans It can be seen that the deterministic
and bottles, tools, spent process filters, gloves (from approach is very pessimistic with respect to all
personnel and gloveboxes), tenting materials and parameters. For this reason, deterministic models
secondary waste. Surveys have shown that the major show very little safety margin for a drum limit of 230
constituents of PCM are: g (Pu+U235). This leads to a number of erroneous

conclusions:
Table 1: PCM constituents 0 there is very little safety margin in the 230 g
Material Average Range w/o fissile drum limit.

w/o 0 Uncertainties in historical assays may be be
PVC eg bagging 59 44 83 important
Rubber eg seals 16 1 - 30 0 that Pu monitor reliability is very important.
Steels eg wire, tools 8- 0 - 12
Cellulose eg swabs 4 1 - 12
Polythene eg tools 4 1 - 12

It can be seen that the major constituent by
far is PVC. Whilst this material moderates neutrons
it is also an efficient absorber due to the presence of
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Table 3 shows the main results of the survey.

Table 2 Deterministic vs typical val s In this Table the increase in fissile mass (Am/m)
refers to the fractional increase above the 230 g

Parameter Model value Typical (Pu+U235) drum limit:
value

Fissile mass -230g log Table 3 Princi al PCM Survey suits

Fissile density 3Q_� e-' < 0 I g litre-' Parameter Change Increasein
fissile mass

Pu240 0% (5-20)% ('&m/m)

Matrix Polythene or PVC, steel, PU240 5% 0.1

water concrete Matrix Water PVC 14
Density 0 I gCM-3_ 1 0.3

Matrix - I g litre- < 0.01 -3
litre -1 gcm

Density Array Infinite 30 0.05

Geometry sphere or slab random Reflection cm concrete
Drum steel 0 - 1.5 mm 0.05

Drum steel None 1.5 mm Homogeneous 4kgPVC 3

Reflection Infinite concrete 30 cm absorber -
concrete Heterogeneous 40kg I

- solid PVC

5. Quantification of the Safety Margins Present in Solid Concrete 40kg - for some
PCM or steel arrangement

S
5.1 Parameter surveys

Clearly, there are a large number of The calculations show that many parameters
pessimisms in the deterministic calculations used to may have only a small effect on the reactivity of a
derive the 23og(pU+23'U) fissile mass limit for a 200 PCM array. However, the results also show that
litre PCM drum. As an example, in these calculations representing the waste matrix as PVC - a major
the fissile material is assumed to be in the forin of constituent of most PCM drums - instead of water
optimally water moderated plutonium metal. In results in an increase by a factor of about fourteen in
reality, the fissile material is largely dry and the mass of fissile material per dum which would be
associated with poorly moderating (even neutron required for potential criticality. Even taking credit
absorbing) materials such as metals and Polyvinyl for the PVC liner present in'modem'PCM rums and
Chloride (PVC). The aim of the initial phase of the the presence of neutron absorbing NON results in a
review was to quantify the effect of these pessimisms significant increase in safety margin.
in order to clearly demonstrate the margins to
criticality safety against the 23og(pU+235U) limit. This However it is not sufficient to build a PCM
was accomplished via a comprehensive set of safety assessment on this information alone since
calculations, using the Monte Carlo neutronics code there may be abnormal or atypical PCM drums with
MONK8, which investigated the effect on 200 litre high fissile contents or a waste matrix with low
PCM drum array reactivity of moving away from the neutron absorbtion. Further studies were undertaken
existing'worst case' modelling assumptions to a more to investigate the effects of abnormal PCM drums and
realistic, but still pessimistic and justifiable these are described in Section 52.
representation of PCM-waste.

The calculation model consisted of a 2-D 5.2 Bulk fissile material
infinite planar array of PCM drums as shown in Further calculations were undertaken using
Figure 1: a 'split array' technique to model an array of 'typical'

PCM drums into which were embedded a number of
Fig PCM drum model extremeor atypical PCM drums.

The atypical drums were modelled as

M containing (i) excessive quantities of fissile material
and (ii) atypical matrices such as polyethylene,
defiiied by low neutron absorption and efficient
moderation.

--- Infinitc in The background drums were modelled as:

0 planar (X&Y) infinite array
0 4 high array

30 cm cotetite + A beds 0 700 g Pu per drum
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• PVC matrix at 04 gCM-3 It is worthy of note that there is very little

• Optimised Pu concentration experimental data available internationally to validate
• Spherical Pu/PVC mixtures centrally placed in the use of MONK for PVC based systems, in which

the drums neutron absorption by chlorine may be significant.
The model is shown in Figure 2 below: This fact was recognised an appropriate code

uncertainty allowance was justified through a
sensitivity analysis combined with cross-section

Figure 2 Split array model uncertainties. However, the reactivity of the limiting

cm concrete case 'split array' calculations was seen to be
overwhelmingly driven by the populations of the

Background atypical PCM drums, none of which included PVC.
array of Hence, the conclusions of these 'split array'

Atypical drum typical calculations were not considered to be undermined by
sub array drums: Og any potential code bias for PVC systems.

Pu239in
5 x 3 75) PVC

or cr-7A
2 x 2 x 2 =8) 6. Application

-��N �U, �a The new PCM array reactivity calculations
demonstrate that there are very significant margins to

Og(pU+235U)criticality safety in the existing 23 drum
Three atypical scenarios were modelled limit and, consequentially, that the criticality safety of

which were considered to bound any credible PCM PCM is not particularly sensitive to the fissile assay
drum of high reactivity from any operation on the results associated with the dums. This conclusion has
Sellafield site: been used to enable a fit-for-purpose substantiation of

the reliability of the assay instrumentation, with the

i. Excessive fissile material: a single can of water- removal of many of the operational restrictions
saturated PU02 within a PCM. previously discussed above. To illustrate this, BNFL

ii. Excessive fissile material: pipework has recently adopted the Safety Reliability Level
contaminated with Pu Nitrate crystals. (SIL) categorisation scheme outlined in IEC 61508 2)

iii. Atypical matrix: a single Pu/polythene sphere for defining the reliability requirements of its PCM
within a drum fissile assay instruments. As such, substantiation of

the instruments engineering is essentially based upon

Table 4 summarises the results of the its SIL category as defined in the PCM handling
calculations: criticality safety assessment. As indicated above,

PCM handling criticality safety assessments based

Table 4 Split results upon the existing 'worst case' reactivity approach
Infinite number 700 g Pu K+3( = 06 imply a required high level of reliability for the assay
of typical drunis - instrument, that is, an reliability of at least category
Pu in PVC. No drum SIL 2 (equivalent to a probability of failure upon
atypical drums demand (pfd) range of > 10,3 to < 12) or even

category SIL 3 (equivalent to a pfd range of > 10-4 to

Atypical drums Kg Pu per Sub array < 10-3 ). The new approach discussed in this paper has
embedded in drum size provided a robust argument that typical PCM fissile
infinite array For K3cy assay instruments have at most a category SIL I

reliability requirement (equivalent to a pfd range of >
=0.95 10-2 to < I -

Fully flooded 10 75 = x 5 x 3

PU02 powder 75 As a consequence, confidence has also been
drums) re-established in the adequacy for criticality safety
Pu Nitrate 10 75 = x 5 x 3 purposes of the assay results associated with many
hexahdrate(75 thousands of historic PCM dnims held in surface
drums) storage at Sellafield.
Pu olythene 2.4 8 = 2 x 2 x 2
s

7. Conclusions

These calculations showed that for credible The study has shown that

accumulations of atypical rums, kilogram quantities The safety margins are considerable for a 230 g
of fissile material per drum would be required for a fissile drum limit and these are not affected by a
potential criticality hazard to arise. credible number of atypical drums containing
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excessive quantities of fissile material, efficient
moderators or a credible number of drums with
an absence of neutron absorbers.

• The safety of drum arrays is not sensitive to the
uncertainties in assay results which could arise
from the characteristics of particular fissile
monitors.

• Uncertainties in historical assay results are not
significant.

• A high assay reliability is not required for a 230
g fissile drum limit.
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